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Probabilistic Forecasting of Wind Power Generation
Using Extreme Learning Machine

Can Wan, Student Member, IEEE, Zhao Xu, Senior Member, IEEE, Pierre Pinson, Senior Member, IEEE,
Zhao Yang Dong, Senior Member, IEEE, and Kit Po Wong, Fellow, IEEE

(Invited Paper)

Abstract—Accurate and reliable forecast of wind power is es-
sential to power system operation and control. However, due to
the nonstationarity of wind power series, traditional point fore-
casting can hardly be accurate, leading to increased uncertainties
and risks for system operation. This paper proposes an extreme
learning machine (ELM)-based probabilistic forecasting method
for wind power generation. To account for the uncertainties in the
forecasting results, several bootstrapmethods have been compared
for modeling the regression uncertainty, based on which the pairs
bootstrap method is identified with the best performance. Conse-
quently, a new method for prediction intervals formulation based
on the ELMand the pairs bootstrap is developed.Wind power fore-
casting has been conducted in different seasons using the proposed
approach with the historical wind power time series as the inputs
alone. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is effec-
tive for probabilistic forecasting of wind power generation with a
high potential for practical applications in power systems.

Index Terms—Bootstrap, extreme learning machine (ELM),
forecasting, prediction interval, wind power.
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Number of bootstrap replications for noise
variance estimation.

Indicator of predication intervals coverage
probability.

Cost function of traditional neural networks.

Dataset used for training the models of uncertainty
estimation.

Dataset used for training the models of noise
variance estimation.

Expectation.

Output function of ELM.

Activation function of ELM.

Output function of ELM for noise variance
estimation.

Hidden layer output matrix of ELM.

Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of ELM’s
hidden layer output matrix.

Common indices.

Model uncertainty interval.

Prediction interval.

Number of ELM’s hidden nodes.

Lower bound of model uncertainty interval.

Lower bound of prediction interval.

Dimension of the output vector of ELM.

Dimension of the input vector of ELM.

Number of training samples.

Gaussian distribution.

Number of test samples.

Probability operator.

Output of the ELM for noise variance estimation.

Score for predication intervals evaluation.

Regression model outputs/targets.

Uniform distribution.
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Upper bound of model uncertainty interval.

Upper bound of prediction interval.

Input weights of ELM, approximated input
weights.

Regression model input variables.

True regression.

Estimation of true regression.

Critical value of standard Gaussian distribution.

Nominal coverage probability of predication
intervals.

Output weights of ELM, approximated output
weights.

Regression noise.

Variance of total prediction errors.

Variance of model misspecification uncertainty.

Variance of regression noise.

Estimated noise variance.

Variance of model uncertainty for noise variance
estimation.

Width of prediction interval.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IND energy is considered to be the most efficient
renewable energy source for electricity generation in

modern power systems. In the past decades, wind power has
experienced a rapid growth worldwide. In particular, wind
power can supply up to 20% of the electricity consumption
in Denmark. Wind power brings many more uncertainties
than conventional generation. Accurate and reliable wind
power forecasting becomes extremely important to optimize
the operation cost and improve the reliability of the power
system with increased wind penetration. Many industrial wind
power forecasting systems have been developed and applied,
including Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT), Previento,
Sipreólico, Armines Wind Power Prediction System (AWPPS),
Prediktor, and Zephyr [1].
Traditionally, most research has focused on developing accu-

rate point forecasting methods for wind power [2], [3]. Due to
the chaotic nature of the weather system, errors in wind power
forecasting are simply unavoidable and quite often can be sig-
nificant. Wind power forecasting error is statistically analyzed
and is modeled by Beta distribution in [4]. Recently, different
approaches for probabilistic wind power generation forecasts
have been developed to construct prediction intervals (PIs)
quantifying the forecasting uncertainty. The quantile regres-
sion can be used to estimate different wind power forecasting
quantiles [5], [6]. Wind power point forecasts and probability
density function of associated uncertainty are obtained from
weather ensemble predictions generated by an atmospheric

model incorporating calibration and kernel smoothing ap-
proaches in [7]. The novel Nadaraya–Watson estimator [8] and
time-adaptive quantile-copula estimator [9] are developed for
kernel density forecasts of wind power generation. Exponential
smoothing method (ESM) is proposed for multistep density
forecasts of wind power, with efficient and satisfactory perfor-
mance [10]. With nonparametric probability forecasts of wind
power, the statistical scenarios of short-term wind power can be
generated [11]. Based on the point forecasting results of, e.g.,
AWPPS, WPPT, and Sipreólico, PIs are constructed through
a combined nonparametric probability forecasts and adaptive
resampling approach [12]. In [13], radial basis function has
been implemented to derive quantile forecasts of wind power
based on point prediction results, weather conditions, etc. With
high penetration of wind power, the knowledge of uncertain-
ties ahead can be extremely valuable to a number of power
system operation and management procedures, including but
not limited to, optimal operation reserve determination [14],
[15], system steady-state security assessment [15], economic
generation scheduling and dispatch [16], unit commitment [16],
[17], electricity market trading [18], and so forth. Based on the
PIs with associated confidence level, the quantified uncertain-
ties of wind power forecasts can provide useful information
to decision makers to well prepare for the worst and the best
conditions ahead.
In this paper, a new probabilistic wind power forecasting

approach is proposed based on the extreme learning machine
(ELM), which is a novel learning algorithm proposed for
training single-hidden layer feedforward neural networks
(SLFNs). It randomly chooses the input weights of hidden layer
neurons and analytically determines the output weights through
simple matrix computations, therefore featuring an extremely
faster learning speed than for most popular learning algorithms
such as Back-propagation [19]. ELM has also demonstrated
excellent generalization capability and outperformed tradi-
tional NNs. In practice, ELM has been used in many different
applications, including both regression and classification tasks
[20]–[22].
Due to the excellent approximation and generalization ca-

pabilities, neural networks (NNs) are widely used for wind
power forecasts [23]–[25], irrespective of some drawbacks
like local minima, overtraining, and high computational costs.
Generally speaking, NN-based forecasting methods cannot
provide satisfactory predictions if the training data are chaotic
or too noisy. Usually the prediction performance cannot be im-
proved by changing the NN structure or increasing the training
iteration. To effectively account for forecasting uncertainties,
several approaches have been developed to obtain PIs for
NN based methods, including delta, Bayesian, bootstrap, and
mean-variance estimation methods [26]–[29]. Comparing with
other approaches, the bootstrap approach is able to flexibly
approximate the non-constant variance and heterogeneous
noises thus providing reliable performance [30], [31], which
is used for wind power forecasting recently [32]. In addition,
it avoids the calculations of complicated derivatives and the
Hessian matrix involved in delta and Bayesian methods [30].
However, due to the limitations of traditional NNs, the boot-
strap approach suffers from significantly high computational
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burden, especially for large datasets. Furthermore, the bootstrap
technique for traditional NNs cannot be applicable to the case
of ELM, since the associated learning process is very different
from that for conventional NN learning algorithms. Therefore,
a bootstrap-based ELM approach (BELM) is newly developed
to construct PIs taking the heteroscedasticity of wind power
time series into account. The proposed BELM method can
rapidly formulate the PIs through extremely fast learning by
ELM. Notably, though with high extendibility, the work in
this paper focuses on a simplified approach with fast speed,
using the historical wind power data alone while providing
satisfactory performance for hourly ahead and intra-hour fore-
casting, which is significant for power system operation and
control in practice. For instance, in the Nord Pool market in
Scandinavia, the hourly market plays a key role in maintaining
system balance.
The proposed BELM method has been tested using the mea-

surement data of a wind farm in Australia. The reliability and
overall skill of the forecasting results have been comprehen-
sively evaluated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method. The proposed approach gives a general frame-
work for short-term probabilistic wind power forecasting. With
high reliability, efficiency and flexibility, the proposed approach
can potentially provide an online tool for power system opera-
tion and planning, e.g., to assist Transmission System Operator
(TSO) in determining the required reserves in advance to avoid
either higher costs or excessive risks under traditional determin-
istic reserve dispatch and to help suppliers manage risks facing
in electricity market trading through strategic bidding.

II. ELM AND PREDICTION INTERVAL FORMULATION

A. Extreme Learning Machine

ELM is simply a single hidden-layer feedforward neural net-
work [19], [21], [22]. Instead of using traditional gradient-based
learningmethods that can involvemany iterations, the ELM ran-
domly chooses the input weights and biases and subsequently
determines the output weights through simple matrix computa-
tions. Given arbitrary distinct samples , where

with and with
, ELM with hidden nodes and acti-

vation function can be mathematically modeled as

(1)

where is the weight vector
connecting the th hidden node and the input nodes and

is the weight vector connecting the
th hidden node and the output nodes, and is the threshold of
the th hidden node.
The standard ELM with hidden nodes and activation

function can approximate the samples with zero error,
meaning that

(2)

The above equations can be rewritten as

(3)

where is the hidden-layer output matrix of the ELM

...
...

(4)

denotes the matrix of output weights,
and denotes the matrix of targets.
The input weights and the hidden-layer biases are ran-

domly generated using continuous probability distributions and
are, in fact, not necessarily tuned. The hidden-layer output ma-
trix can actually remain unchanged once random values have
been assigned to these parameters in the beginning of learning.
Find specific parameters and , such that

(5)

which is equivalent to minimizing the cost function of the tra-
ditional gradient-based learning algorithms used in back-prop-
agation (BP) learning

(6)

Given that the input weights and the hidden-layer biases are
randomly assigned and fixed, training an SLFN is simply equiv-
alent to finding a least-squares solution of the linear system. The
smallest norm least-squares solution of the above linear system
is

(7)

where is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of matrix
. The singular value decomposition (SVD) method is gener-

ally used to obtain .
The advantages of the ELM algorithm are significant [19],

[21], [22]. Without iterative gradient-based training, it avoids
many limitations of conventional gradient-based NN training
algorithms, such as the local minima, the overtraining, and the
high computing burdens. For any infinitely differentiable ac-
tivation function, the ELM with hidden-layer neurons can
learn distinct samples exactly with zero error. In addition,
ELM training can always guarantee the best results according
to the assigned input weights. The training speed is extremely
fast due to the simple matrix operation in (7). ELM also distin-
guishes from traditional NNs in superior generalization capa-
bility without the overtraining issue.

B. Uncertainties in Forecasting

The uncertainty of NN-based prediction is mainly due to the
noise of training data and the misspecification of NN model for
regression.
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1) Uncertainty in NN Model: Misspecifications in model
structure and parameters account for the uncertainty of neural
network forecasting, which may be caused by the local minima
in the training process, the randomly generated input weights,
and so on. In addition, even if the global minimum can be
reached, the misspecification of model structure also introduces
non-negligible uncertainties in prediction results. The model
uncertainty also comes from another fact that training based
on finite samples can never guarantee consistent generalization
performance of NN for the unseen future. Particularly, in the
study of wind power forecasting herein, it is impossible to
find perfect information to reduce uncertainties of predictions.
These factors are collectively termed as model uncertainty.
Because of the model uncertainty, the output uncertainty of
neural networks should be well addressed in order to produce
accurate estimation.
2) Uncertainty in Data: Except for the model uncertainty,

the data noise also contributes to the prediction uncertainty. If
the data exhibit stochastic characteristics, it is extremely diffi-
cult to model them in a deterministic manner. Especially, when
dealing with nonstationary time series, the data noise has sig-
nificant influences on the prediction results. In the study, wind
power data is highly chaotic. Determining the variance of the
data noise is critical in constructing prediction intervals.
Both model misspecification and data noise are the major

sources of uncertainties that affect the forecasting results.
Therefore, the main task of probabilistic forecasting is to quan-
tify the prediction intervals with associated confidences taking
the two uncertainties into account.

C. Prediction Interval

Theoretically, multilayered feedforward neural networks are
universal approximators and, as such, have an excellent ability
to approximate any nonlinear mapping to any degree of accu-
racy [33]. In this paper, the SLFN-based ELM is applied for
the regression task to estimate the underlying mathematical re-
lationship between input and output variables based on a finite
set of training data possibly corrupted by noises. Given a set of
distinct pairs , the measured data can be modeled by

(8)

where is the th measured target, denotes relevant input
variables that can include historical wind power and wind speed,
numerical weather predictions (NWPs) including wind speed
and wind direction, and so forth for wind power forecasts,
denotes the noise with zero mean, and is
the true regression mean. The error term moves the target away
from its true regression mean toward the measured value
. We assume that the noise is more or less Gaussian distributed
with variance that may depend on the input vector , i.e.,

(9)

Actually, in the study, the censored Gaussian distribution is used
to model the wind power prediction uncertainty, with potential

concentration of probability mass at the bounds of the unit in-
terval [0, 1], which maintains PIs within the wind power ca-
pacity range [34]. To some extent, the censored Gaussian dis-
tribution can fit different skewnesses, i.e., different shapes of
probability distributions [35]. In addition, it has been studied in
[36] that, even if the actual error distribution is non-Gaussian,
the time series models based on Gaussian distribution assump-
tion can still be applied with satisfactory performance. In the
following sections, the censored Gaussian assumption will also
be proved to be reasonable and acceptable by generating reli-
able PIs based on actual wind power data.
In practice, the trained neural network could be re-

garded as an estimation of the true regression . In prin-
ciple, NNs generate the averaged values of targets conditioned
on input variables vector [37]

(10)

According to the two uncertainties discussed in the preceding
section, we can divide the prediction errors into two compo-
nents, including the one involved in the estimation of the true
regression and the other involved in the estimation of the mea-
sured targets. Then, the prediction error can be expressed as

(11)

where denotes the total prediction error, and
denotes the error of the neural network estimation of the

true regression. To account for model uncertainties, model un-
certainty intervals (MUIs) can be used to quantify the uncer-
tainty between the neural network estimation and the true re-
gression . In contrast, prediction intervals aim
to quantify the uncertainty associated with the difference be-
tween themeasured values and the predicted values , i.e.,

. Accordingly, PIs will be wider thanMUIs andwill
enclose them.
Assuming two error components in (11) are statistically in-

dependent, the variance of the total prediction errors can be
mathematically obtained based on the variance of model uncer-
tainty and the variance of data noise as

(12)

Given a real process, an % confidence level PI of the
measured target is a stochastic interval expressed as

(13)

such that the coverage rate %, where
the lower bound and the upper bound can be
obtained by

(14)

(15)

where is the critical value of the standard Gaussian
distribution, which depends on the desired confidence level

%. When the bounds of go beyond the unit
interval [0, 1], they should be adjusted to the corresponding
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lower or upper constraint bounds to ensure the constructed wind
power PIs within the capacity range, and the corresponding
probability mass is added to the adjusted bounds.

III. PREDICTION INTERVALS CONSTRUCTION

Here, the prediction intervals for ELM forecasting are devel-
oped based on the bootstrap method. Several bootstrap methods
have been compared to identify the most suitable one for PIs
construction of ELM-based wind power forecasting.

A. Bootstrap Methods

Bootstrap is regarded as a general approach of statistical in-
ference based on building a sampling distribution by uniform
sampling with replacements from the original data [38], [39]. It
is widely applied as a robust alternative to the statistical infer-
ence based on the parametric assumptions, which can be unreli-
able and even impossible due to the sophistications involved in
computing the standard errors in some conditions.
Three different bootstrap algorithms can be applied for re-

gression analysis [39], [40], including the pairs bootstrap, the
standard residuals bootstrap, and the wild residuals bootstrap
(wild bootstrap). The pairs bootstrap can be applied according
to the algorithm shown by the following steps.
Step 1) Obtain the training samples .
Step 2) Generate bootstrapped pairs by uni-

form sampling with replacement from the original
training data .

Step 3) Estimate the ELM from the th bootstrapped
dataset .

Step 4) Repeat steps 2)–3) to obtain bootstrap replicates.
The two other methods differ from the pairs bootstrap method

mainly in sampling the residuals, of which details can be found
in [39]. These bootstrap methods have been implemented in our
case study to identify the best one for ELM-based wind power
forecast.
For the three bootstrap approaches, when training an ELM

on particular bootstrap samples, the model parameters are esti-
mated in order to minimize the errors on the training data. Based
on the bootstrap replicates, we can train and obtain ELMs
ready for wind power forecasting.

B. Model Uncertainty Variance

The MUIs can quantify the confidence in the network esti-
mation for the true regression . The bootstrap-based
approach assumes that an ensemble of NN models will reach
a relatively less biased approximation of true regression of the
measured targets. Given the training data set

(16)

the training data sets are resampled from the original
training data with replacement. The average output of the

ensemble of ELMs is taken as the estimation of the true
regression, expressed as

(17)

where is the prediction value of the input samples gener-
ated by the th bootstrapped ELM.
The variance of model misspecification uncertainty

can be estimated from the variance in the
outputs of the trained ELMs as

(18)

Following the bootstrap procedures, MUIs of ELM forecasts
can be obtained through

(19)

(20)

C. Data Noise Variance

In addition to the model uncertainty of ELM forecasting, the
uncertainty caused by the data noise is analyzed in this section.
Due to the heteroscedasticity, with only one observation of wind
power at each time point, it is challenging to estimate the data
uncertainty. According to the variance definition in [41], the
variance of the measured target conditioned on the input vari-
ables , can be calculated from

(21)

Given the training data , as can be seen from
(10), the outputs of ELMs produce averaged values of the tar-
gets conditioned on input variables , i.e., .
Then, the values of in (21) can be derived based on the
trained ELM.
Keeping the input and replacing the targets with

, we can obtain the transformed training dataset

(22)

The objective variance can be estimated by training a separate
ELM , mathematically expressed as

(23)

The output of the trained ELM can be represented as

(24)

The model uncertainty associated with ELM ,
represented by , also should be taken into account. It
can be calculated through the bootstrap-based method similar to
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Fig. 1. Framework for PI construction of the proposed BELM approach.

the procedure of deriving the model uncertainty variance. Sup-
posing bootstrap replicates are implemented, we can ob-
tain, respectively, the estimated noise variance and
the variance of regression model uncertainty as

(25)

(26)

The variance of data noise can be obtained through

(27)

With themodel uncertainty variance and data noise variance, the
total variance of the prediction intervals can be obtained based
on (12).
For PIs construction of ELM forecasting using the proposed

algorithm, ELM models are required in total. The
overall framework for the proposed bootstrap-based approach
for ELM probabilistic forecasting is explicitly displayed in
Fig. 1. If traditional NNs are used, intensive computational
efforts are required since the bootstrap-based forecasting ap-
proach involves a great number of bootstrap replicates. With
the extremely fast learning speed, the proposed BELM ap-
proach can effectively and efficiently provide the probabilistic
forecasting for wind power production.

IV. PI-BASED FORECASTS EVALUATION

Here, several performance indices are introduced to assess
the quality of PIs derived by the proposed BELM approach.

A. Reliability

By definition, from (14) and (15), the future targets are
expected to lie within the bounds of constructed PIs with a
prescribed probability termed as the PI nominal confidence

(PINC) %. It is expected that the coverage prob-
ability of obtained PIs will asymptotically reach the nominal
level of confidence over the full test data. PI coverage prob-
ability (PICP) is a critical measure for the reliability of the
constructed PIs, which is defined by

(28)

where is the number of test samples, and is the indicator
of PICP and is defined as

(29)

For reliable PIs, the examined PICP should be close to its cor-
responding PINC. Another assessment index, average coverage
error (ACE), is defined by

(30)

Generally, to ensure PIs with high reliability, the ACE should be
as close to zero as possible, i.e., smaller absolute ACE indicates
more reliable PIs.

B. Sharpness

Obviously, PICP is directly related with the sharpness of PIs.
High level PICP can be easily reached via widening PIs. How-
ever, such PIs are meaningless in practice since they do not
express the actual variation of the measured wind power. The
width of PI for the th target, , is expressed as

(31)

The interval score can be employed to comprehensively eval-
uate the overall skill of wind power PIs to assess the sharpness
[42]. The interval score of the PI with PINC %
is defined by

if
if
if

(32)

Based on the test dataset, the overall score value can be
obtained and given as

(33)

The interval score rewards the narrow PI and gives penalty if
the target does not lie within the estimated PI. The score can
be used to evaluate the overall skill of constructed PIs by taking
all aspects of PI quality into consideration. Generally, given a
particular PINC and similar PICPs, PIs with the larger interval
score have a relatively higher overall skill. However, the unique
interval score does not distinguish the specific contributions of
reliability or sharpness to the skill. In the evaluation process,
we reasonably give a higher priority to the reliability, since it is
the key feature reflecting the correctness of the constructed PIs.
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Based on the prior analysis of PIs reliability, the interval score
can be used to assess PIs from the perspective of sharpness.

V. CASE STUDIES

A. Description of Experiment Data

In the study, the proposed BELM approach has been tested
using the wind power data from Cathedral Rocks wind farm,
SouthAustralia. Thewind farm has nominal generation capacity
of 66 MW combined with 33 wind turbines of 2 MW. The

wind power data with one hour temporal resolution from June
2008 until June 2012 are used for the case study.
Operational planning and scheduling in modern power sys-

tems with wind power requires the forecasts of the future wind
power generation according to the planning horizons. Gener-
ally, wind power forecasting can be divided into four categories
of different timeframes: very short-term, short-term, medium-
term and long-term forecasts [43]. Short-term and very short-
term forecasts are important because of their significances to
both generation and reserve dispatches and etc. As introduced in
[1], statistical methods would outperform NWP-based methods
for forecasting wind power with look-ahead times less than a
few hours. Though having external NWP information, statis-
tical models using historical measurements only should be pre-
ferred for such short look-ahead times [1]. Therefore, the pro-
posed BELM approach takes only historical wind power data as
inputs for hourly ahead forecasting, which is essential for, e.g.,
dispatching ancillary service market in practice. Other data such
as the weather information can be easily included in our future
work.

B. Determination of ELM Hidden Nodes Number

The ELM is based on SLFNs, of which the number of hidden-
layer neurons for ELM models need to be determined prop-
erly. Since different forecasts may have different needs and
properties, optimization of the ELM structure is necessary and
critical to minimize the uncertainties due to model misspecifi-
cations and ensure the efficiency simultaneously. The hidden
nodes number of ELMs is determined based on the cross-val-
idation approach [19]. The ELMs’ generalization performance
of different structures over the validation dataset is assessed by
both root-mean-square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE) as

(34)

(35)

Fig. 2 shows the results of validation test for hourly ahead
forecasting based on the actual wind farm data. It can be seen
that ELMs will have stable generalization performance once
the hidden nodes exceed a certain threshold. The ELM with 63
hidden neurons can sufficiently ensure the optimal MAE and
RMSE simultaneously.

Fig. 2. Validation test for ELMs with different numbers of hidden neurons.

TABLE I
EVALUATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT BOOTSTRAP METHODS

C. Comparison of Bootstrap Methods

The MUIs of ELM regression are approximated based on the
bootstrap methods. The commonly applied bootstrap methods,
including pairs bootstrap, standard residuals bootstrap, and
wild bootstrap, can provide different performances for different
applications. The performances of the different bootstrap ap-
proaches used to construct the PIs of wind power forecasting
with ELMs are compared. PICP with corresponding PINC,
ACE, and interval score of different bootstrap approaches are
given in Table I.
From Table I, it can be found that the pairs bootstrap provides

the most reliable PIs of the measured wind power. The residuals
based bootstrap relies on the errors that are representative of
the true model errors. However, the nonlinear relationship for
prediction is always unknown, and the model misspecification
is unavoidable. If the model is either misspecified or overfitted,
the pairs based bootstrap approach can be more robust [40]. As
expected, the pairs bootstrap method outperforms the other two
methods in the tests using the chaotic wind power data. Based on
the comparisons, the pair bootstrap is applied for the proposed
BELM approach.

D. Analysis of Forecasting Results

High complexity of chaotic climate systems contributes to
high level of uncertainties in wind power generation. The pat-
terns of weather conditions and wind speeds vary very much in
different seasons. To examine the effectiveness and applicability
of the proposed approach, the four seasons in Australia, summer
(December to February), autumn (March to May), winter (June
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF PIS RELIABILITY IN DIFFERENT SEASONS

to August), and spring (September to November) are consid-
ered respectively. Models are separately constructed for dif-
ferent seasons.
Considering the seasonal difference and diversity, the pro-

posed BELMmethod is tested using wind power data in summer
2012, autumn 2011, winter 2011, and spring 2010. The wind
power data before these test dates are used as the training data.
These datasets are normalized with respect to the capacity of
Cathedral Rocks wind farm before applying to the proposed
models. To evaluate the proposed approach, the climatology
and the persistence approaches are used for benchmarking the
forecasting performance [12], [13], [44]. Climatology predic-
tive distribution is formed based on all available wind power ob-
servations, and is a unique and unconditional probabilistic pre-
diction. The climatology is relatively easy to outperform for the
short-term probabilistic wind power forecasting. In determin-
istic point forecasts of wind power generation, the persistence
method is considered to be the most common benchmark and
difficult to outperform for short look-ahead time forecasting.
The persistence based probabilistic forecast model is used as
a benchmark for comparisons in the study as well. Its mean is
given by the last available power measurement, and the variance
is computed using the latest observations. Both the climatology
and persistence methods are relatively simple. To benchmark
the proposed BELM approach, an advanced model, the ESM
method, proposed in [10] is applied in the study. In addition, to
evaluate the impacts of forecasting error distribution model, the
proposed method has also been tested using the Beta distribu-
tion for forecasting error modeling, termed as BELM-Beta [4].
The major objective of the proposed BELM method is to de-

rive reliable PIs. Furthermore, power system operation requires
useful information with high confidence levels. Therefore, it
should be more practically meaningful to obtain high-confi-
dence-level PIs to fulfill the needs of power system operation.
Different levels of PINC % ranging from 90%–99%
are considered in the study. For the PIs reliability test, corre-
sponding PICPs and ACEs are given in Table II. The interval
score results of different approaches are given in Table III.
As seen in Table II, in all four seasons, the proposed method

outperforms other approaches with the resultant PICPs consis-
tently closer to the corresponding nominal confidence levels. All
ACEs of the proposed method are close to zero, especially for

TABLE III
RESULTS OF INTERVAL SCORE IN DIFFERENT SEASONS

the higher confidence levels of 95% and 99%, which indicates
the high reliability of the constructed PIs, e.g., in autumn, the
proposed method has absolute ACEs at confidences 95% and
99% around 1%, smaller than the other four benchmarks. Par-
ticularly, in summer, PIs obtained by the Beta distributionmodel
have similar reliability with the censored Gaussian distribution
model of the proposed BELM approach and demonstrate much
better quality than in other seasons, which means that the Beta
distribution modeling is much more proper to summer than to
other three seasons.
According to Table III, interval scores of the proposed ap-

proach are larger than the climatology, the persistence, and the
ESM methods, indicating that the proposed BELM approach
outperforms these three benchmarks from the perspective of
sharpness and overall skill. In addition, the proposed approach
also can have similar or higher skill than the approach with
Beta distribution based error modeling in some cases. It can be
proved that the average interval score of the proposed method
still outperforms the Beta distribution considering all the four
seasons. Considering the reliability and overall skill, the pro-
posed approach shows much better results in terms of compre-
hensive performance than the four benchmarks.
This is not unreasonable as Beta distribution can well reflect

the long-term statistics of wind power forecasting errors [4], but
it is unable to reflect seasonal variations in detail. In addition,
the Beta distribution can model the forecasting errors well given
different levels of wind power outputs, which is not the case
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Fig. 3. PIs with nominal confidence 90% in summer 2012 obtained by the pro-
posed BELM approach.

Fig. 4. PIs with nominal confidence 90% in autumn 2011 obtained by the pro-
posed BELM approach.

in our approach, where the forecasting errors are modeled sta-
tistically dependent of the input variables. Therefore the Beta
distribution based approach provides less satisfactory results at
high confidence levels of 90% and above. Furthermore, in the
autumn season, the Beta distribution based approach gives very
poor results.
The climatology is a simple unconditional prediction ap-

proach and does not consider the heteroscedasticity of wind
power data. Therefore large widths of PIs are resulted at high
confidence levels which are barely useful in practice. The
PICP for persistence approach varies significantly in different
seasons, indicating the significant seasonal variations of wind
power. Due to the simple mapping, the persistence cannot
obtain sufficiently satisfactory PIs. In comparisons, the ESM
approach has fair results with respect to both reliability and
sharpness. From Table II, it can be seen that in summer PIs
reliability of the proposed method are slightly lower than the
rest seasons. This is understandable as weather conditions in
summer are relatively more chaotic.
The 90% confidence PIs obtained by the proposed BELM

method and the actually measured wind power in the four sea-
sons are visually displayed in Figs. 3–6, respectively. For all
four seasons, the measured wind power data are perfectly en-
closed by the PIs generated by the proposed method, indicating
an excellent performance that can fulfill the needs of power
system operation. These graphs also clearly demonstrate the
non-stationary characteristics of wind power series. Notably,

Fig. 5. PIs with nominal confidence 90% in winter 2011 obtained by the pro-
posed BELM approach.

Fig. 6. PIs with nominal confidence 90% in spring 2010 obtained by the pro-
posed BELM approach.

some PIs can have abnormal values out of capacity range of the
wind farm. Therefore resultant predictive densities have been
censored to concentrate probability mass outside the interval on
the bounds [12].
To investigate the influence of the bootstrap replicates

number on the resulted PIs, the proposed method is further
tested on the wind power data in autumn 2011. Each test with
given bootstrap replicates is conducted for 100 repetitive times
using a PC with Intel Core Duo 3.16-GHz CPU and 4-GB
RAM. The mean PICP (MPICP), the standard deviation of
PICP (SDPICP), and the needed training time with different
bootstrap replicates are given in Table IV. With bootstrap
replicates varying between 20 and 1000, the BELM method
can produce reliable PIs. Considering both the accuracy and
efficiency, the 200 bootstrap replicates for generating PIs are
considered the best option for the case study. Although the size
of the training data set is not small, the total time needed for
ELMs training using the proposed BELM approach only ac-
counts for about 30 s, indicating a significantly high efficiency
and potential for online application. On the contrary, training
traditional BP NNs for hourly ahead wind power forecasting
using the similar size of data can take thousands of times longer.
The extremely fast model construction should benefit practical
applications from several aspects under the precondition of en-
suring satisfactory performance. Foremost, it saves the efforts
in offline model construction which could otherwise be much
time-consuming and computationally intensive. It should not be
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TABLE IV
RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT BOOTSTRAP REPLICATES

TABLE V
EFFECT OF BOOTSTRAPPING ON RESULTANT PIS

unreasonable that the characteristics of wind power series could
be changed continuously or suddenly, similarly to the chaotic
weather systems. Therefore, continuous online model updating
can be significantly meaningful to maintain and improve the
forecasting performance as far as possible, especially for the
very short-term forecasting.
Traditionally, the model uncertainty is always ignored in

point forecasting [23]. Further, there have existed theoretical
results for uncertainty estimation for the Gaussian linear re-
gression [45]. However, the linear regression system of ELM is
based on the randomly assigned input weights and biases. As in-
troduced in Section II-B, the randomly generated input weights
and biases are also one source of the model uncertainty of NNs.
To comprehensively involve the model misspecifications and
improve the forecasts accuracy, the bootstrap is applied for the
proposed ELM based PI construction approach. To investigate
the influence of the bootstrapping, the proposed approach with
(200 replicates) or without bootstrapping are conducted for
100 times to obtain the mean forecasting reliability measured
by PICP and ACE, and mean sharpness measured by interval
score. The test results are shown in Table V. The proposed
approach without bootstrapping just uses ELM for mean and
variance regression (MVR), termed as MVR-ELM here.
We can find that the model uncertainty does have observ-

able impacts on the resultant PIs from Table V. Though similar
sharpness can be obtained, PICP can be reduced by more than
4%, if the model uncertainty is not considered by the applica-
tion of bootstrap in PI formulation. Similarly, degradations of
ACE due to no bootstrapping involvements are also observed in
Table V. It echoes the descriptions in Section II-B that themodel
uncertainty is one indispensible aspect of uncertainty sources

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF MULTISTEP INTRA-HOUR FORECASTING

for the proposed BELM-based forecasting, and should be con-
sidered to form reliable and accurate PIs.
The comprehensive numerical studies have indicated the

effectiveness of the proposed BELM approach. Actually, the
multi-step forecasts with look-ahead times two and three hours
have been implemented using the proposed approach, and satis-
factory PIs can be obtained. In addition to wind power forecasts
with hourly resolution, the intra-hour prediction results are
also highly concerned by TSO and wind farm controller. The
higher resolution wind power, e.g., 10-min measures are very
crucial to wind farm control, continuous generation and reserve
dispatch, and so forth, and would have higher volatility than
hourly data. Practically, in Denmark, the 10-min lead time is
regarded as the most important very short-term horizon by the
TSO since power fluctuations at this time horizon have the
most serious impacts on the balance of power systems [46]. We
study 10-min resolution forecasting with different look-ahead
horizons including 10 min, 30 min, and 1 h in autumn 2009 of
Cathedral Rocks wind farm. The resultant PIs with PINCs 90%
and 95% are obtained and evaluated, respectively, and given in
Table VI.
From Table VI, it can be found that the proposed BELM

has superior performance than the ESM method and other
benchmarks for intra-hour wind power forecasting. The persis-
tence approach demonstrates relatively lower reliability than
that in hourly forecasting, indicating the higher violability of
wind power with 10-min resolution. Comparing with the ESM
approach, which is a well-established time series model for
short-term probabilistic forecasting of wind power, the pro-
posed BELM approach has high flexibility due to the non-linear
mapping capability of ELM. With successful application to
short term probabilistic wind power forecasting in this paper,
the proposed method can perform longer term forecasting by
including NWP information as additional inputs to ensure the
performance. In practice, the system-level aggregated wind
power is also highly concerned by the TSO. Due to the flex-
ibility, the proposed BELM approach provides a generalized
framework for probabilistic wind power forecasting. Therefore,
local NWP and historical wind power of individual wind farms
can be taken as the inputs to the proposed model to forecast
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the aggregated wind generation involving the farm-level infor-
mation. With the fast speed and high flexibility, the proposed
model can provide an online tool to facilitate various decision
making activities by TSO and generation companies to deter-
mine the needed reserve and design proper bidding strategies
against risks.

VI. CONCLUSION

Wind power forecasting is critical to power system opera-
tion. However, wind power forecasting errors are unavoidable
to some extent due to the nonlinear and stochastic nature of the
weather system. Traditional neural network based forecasting
models cannot provide satisfactory performances with respect
to both accuracy and computing time needed. In this paper, ex-
treme learning machine is successfully applied for probabilistic
interval forecasting of wind power. A novel statistical approach
BELM is developed to construct the PIs of ELM based regres-
sion. Accurate PIs can be obtained by combining the variances
of regression model uncertainty and residual noise. Different
bootstrap methods have been compared and analyzed to select
the best one for the developed forecasting model. The influence
of bootstrap replicates on the efficiency and the quality of the
constructed PIs has also been carefully investigated. Further, the
effect of the model uncertainty (bootstrapping process) on resul-
tant PIs is examined in the study, verifying its indispensability.
Because of the extremely fast learning, the training of the pro-
posed BELM forecasting method can be extremely faster than
traditional NNs based approaches, demonstrating a high poten-
tial for online application. Comprehensive experiments using
practical wind farm data of different seasons have demonstrated
the highly satisfactory results, which indicate that efficient and
accurate short term wind power forecasts can be achieved using
the proposed BELM method. With fast speed, high reliability
and high flexibility, the proposed BELM approach is a general-
ized framework for probabilistic forecasting of wind power and
can provide an efficient and meaningful online tool for power
system applications including probabilistic reserve determina-
tion, generation dispatch, wind farm control, electricity market
trading, and so forth.
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